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A sequel to The Snow-Walker's Son, which used to be shortlisted for the W.H. Smith MindBoggling Books Award. The ice-witch Gudrun sends a curse within the form of a terrifying, The
Empty Hand (Snow Walker #2) faceless creature in the direction of the dominion of Wulfgar to
torment and break her son, Kari Ragnarsson.
the second one ebook remains to be slightly a choux pastry book. no longer very satisfying. it is
longer than the 1st book, and builds on it, so it isn't relatively as light, and that i started to feel
for Kari -- The Empty Hand (Snow Walker #2) he is the person who feels so much actual to me,
notwithstanding i discovered the entire plot some distance too simply resolved. i would like to
grasp extra approximately Brochael, Jessa, Wulfgar, The Empty Hand (Snow Walker #2)
Hakon... All of them, really. i do not be aware of but if Catherine Fisher will deliver, yet i am at
the facet of considering not.Still, it is a simple and a enjoyable read. occasionally simplicity is
welcome. and i am completely happy to learn whatever set in a medieval Iceland-ish
surroundings that won't consistently pushing girls right into a nook they do not belong in -Jessa's independence and so forth turns out a bit excessive, from what i do know within the
sagas, yet they were not with out strong, capable, even bloodthirsty women. simply consider
Bergþora and Hallgerðr, from Brennu-Njals saga. Or Gunnhildr, even, although she's really in
the direction of Gudrun...Anyway, i am not regretting procuring those books, yet they're some
distance lighter than I might've The Empty Hand (Snow Walker #2) hoped.
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